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Abstract 
filiip, Z. and S. VGgv6ilgyi. A complete classification of deterministic root-to-frontier tree transfor- 
mation classes, Theoretical Computer Science g 1 f 1991) t - 15 
We take seven fundamental deterministic root-to-frontier tree transformation classes and consider 
the (infinite) set generated by them with composition. The generated set is partially ordered under 
inclusion. We effectively give this partial ordering by displaying an inclusion diagram of the poset. 
1. Introduction 
A top-down tree transducer (introduced in [12, 131) is a device that induces a 
tree transformation. The general concept has some restricted versions such as 
deterministic, linear, nondeleting, etc. top-down tree transducer. These restrictions 
can be combined so one can consider linear-nondeleting, deterministic linear- 
nondeleting, etc. top-down tree transducers. A top-down tree transformation class 
is a class that consists of all tree transformations which can be induced by top-down 
tree transducers obeying some restrictions. 
Top-down tree transformation classes have been examined in various respects. 
considerable part of the research was aimed at finding inclusions and equalities that 
hold for compositions of these classes. Thus it was examined several times if a 
top-down tree transformation class appears as a composition of som 
classes. Results of this type are called decomposition resuits and c 
among others, in [ f ,2,3,6]. esides, it was also 
composition or if its increas g powers, i.e. many-fold co 
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hierarchy with respect o inclusion. Such closure and hierarrchy theorems are in 
1194,51* 
All these results can be found in the ban 
Here the term “root-to-frontier” is used for **top-down” 
of speaking is indey nner in which trees are wisua 
formation classes. 
necess3ry to underst 
ncentrated on root-to-frontier tree trans- 
ations which is 
i.e. the class of all tree transformations 
which can be indu e transducers; the subclass 
2 of 5x32, i.e. t asfor;mations which can be induced by 
and their linear, 
nondeleting agg,d linear-nondeieting subclasses w are denoted by prefixing 9 
and 5V by Z’, X and LE’& respectively. 
We collected these fusrdamental root-to-frontier tree transformation classes into 
a set 
(except XhC% which is irrelevant in our case since 28 Q .EhW = .5YNRo X = X for 
each XE S) and considered the set 
[S]=(%,o- -3r*~ n~Oand~~~ESforl~i~n), 
i.e., the set of all tree transformation classes which can be obtained by composition 
om elements of S. We calle [S] the set of tree transformation classes generated 
by s. 
n [ W], several equalities and inclusions were obtained for elements of [S]. 
Among others, it was shown that C&R’= Jv%@? 0 .Z?% and 9@= XNZ&B 0 9% and, 
using these equalities, it was proved that 9%’ = 99” for every n a 2, meaning that 
the increCng powers of 959 do not form a proper hierarchy. Also in [IO], we 
presented two finite subsets S, and S2 of [S] and showed that 
~S]=S,uS~v(~~~k~O}u{~~~~~~~S,andk~l} (*) 
where the classes Ce, ate defined as follows: %& = 9, i.e., the class of all total identical 
tree transformations; 9$+, = Vk 0 ZKh9% if k is even and Vk+, = %k 0 NX if k is odd. 
Then, in [ 143, it was obtained t nt ( vzk 1 k 2 1) is a proper hierarchy, that is, VZk 
for each k z 1. This proved that [S] is an infinite set. 
t of classes of surface sets [S]( 9~) as well as the set 
of classes of tree transformation languages yd([S]( %c)) (both in the sense of [3]) 
where 9%~ is the class of all recognizable forests and yd is the yield operator 
(cf. [2,1 I]). It was established that, although [S] contains incomparable classes 
with respect o inclusion, [S](%C) is a (maybe infinite) chain and, further, that 
element chain under inclusion. We also obtained 
lass of 9% (9%~). 
En this paper we continue our investi ations focused on the set [S]. Mamety, on 
the basis of (*), we give the inclusion dia ram of [S] and, as a main result, we 
prove that it is actually correct, i.e., that inclusions shown are proper and that 
all unre!ated classes are incomparable. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some terminolo y and the main 
141 are recalled. In Section 3, we present an inclusion d 
a series of lemmata, we show that it is correct. In Se 
esearch concernin the finite presentation of the monoid [S]. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section we introduce some notions, notations and recall results from 
[9,10,14] which are necessary to understand this paper. Nevertheless, the paper is 
not self-contained. The knowledge of the introductory sections of [9, 10, M] or a 
basic familiarity with the theory of tree transducers is still required. 
For two sets A and B, A E B denotes that A is a subset of B, while A C. B means 
that A is a proper subset of B. 
Let ~3 be a set and 8 be an equivalence relation on A. We say that 3 set N’ c A 
is a set of representatives for 8 if for any Q E A there exists exactly one 6 E N with 
aeb. 
A tree transformation is a relation r c TF x TG where F and G are ranked 
alphabets. For any tree transformations TE TF x TG and a E TG x TH, the composi- 
tion 70 o of r and CF, the k-fold composition 7k of 7, the domain dom 7 as well as 
the range ran r of r is defined in the usual sense. These concepts are naturally 
extended for tree transformation classes, i.e. classes the elements of which are tree 
transformations. A tree transformation T c TF x TG is total if dom 7 = TF. 
The class of all total identical tree transformations is denoted by J? 
By a hierarchy of tree transformation classes we mean a set of the form (‘ie, 1 k 2 0) 
where, for each k 2 0, %& is a tree transformation class such that %$ z (ek+ ].We say 
that this hierarchy is proper if & c %k+l for any k 3 0. The supremum of this 
hierarchy is U( %$I k 3 0). We abbreviate this notation by U%k. 
A deterministic root-to-frontier tree transducer (DR transducer for short) is 
specified in the form ‘3 = (F, A, G, P, a,) where F and G are the input and output 
ranked alphabets, respectively, A is the finite set of states P is the finite set of 
rewriting rules and uo, a distinguished element of A, is the initial state. The tree 
transformation induced by 2l is denoted by ~9~. 
A homomorphism tree transducer (I-I transducer) is a totally defined and one-state 
DR transducer. (Note that a totally defined DR transducer always induces a total 
tree transformation.) 
The linear, nondeleting and linear-nondeleting DR transducers (resp. tfans- 
ducers) are referred to as LDR, NDR and LNDR (resI: 
transducers. 
‘PPO s! Y J? cKcno 7% = ,+y‘ 
‘uam s! y J! @?@~b4;“z O yw I h 
)a!3 aq1 SF suog 
trees to the sa 
Since +I is injective, it cannot t 
either. 
s to the same outa>ut tr
We denote the class of all recognizable forests (or tree Ian es) by 9&z& ( For 
a definition, see [II].) Further, if is a class of tree transformations an 
class of forests we set w(T) = { 7 E %, I%- 3). By %?i 0 %,( 9) we mean 
%,( %,( 9)). It is well known that linear tree transformations preserve reco 
of forests, hence we have 9X( 9%~) = ZVZN? ( 92~) = LF%&32 ( .BM) = %c. A proof can 
be found in [ 111. 
Proposition 2.5 ([9, Lemma X2]). K@B(%c) c 99?( 92~~). 
Whenever we speak about a DR transducer %= (F, A, G, P, a,) it is implicitly 
assumed that ‘)!I is reduced in the sense that each rule in P can be used in some 
successful derivation. Moreover, some simpler equalities concernin 
[S] which were stated in [IO] are used without reference in the paper. 
3. Hnclusion diagram for [S] 
In this paper, by an inclusion diagram we mean the Hasse diagram of a poset, 
of which the order is the inclusion. Obviously, [S] is such a poset with respect o 
inclusion, however at this point we do not know its inclusion diagram. (At the same 
time note that the inclusion diagram of S can be seen in [lo].) In this section we 
give the inclusion diagram of [S] in such a way that we present a diagram and then 
show that it is the inclu n diagram of [S]. Our candidate is displayed in Fi 
First we note that, by position 2.2, the diagram contains any Clemens of 
Actuc.lly, it contains slightly more. We indicated the suprema of the b~erar~hie~ as 
we& despite the fact that they do net beht o [S]. This is because we are ’ 
to show that each supremum is pro ded in the class above it. 
Next, from (a) to (c), we show that if A is above B and t etwee 
Aa 
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(a) First consider the part of the diagram to the right from the vertical ine .5?%? 0 %ZO 
-...- %‘o JV’%@ (i.e., the line that connects 9% 0 %& and %‘o ~V99?). It is obvious 
that Vk c ZZ’%‘o ?& and Ce, 5 JV%‘O &, for k 2 0. Furthermore, ZE’%‘s % and JV’%‘E %‘, 
by definition, therefore .JZ%Vo Ce, c 20 Ce, and JVXO Ce, E 5V’o %$ for every k 2 0. It 
is also trivial that XR’o & G %?k+2 thus ~JJv% 0 %k C_ /J 5& and, in fact, UJV’%! 0 & = 
U &. Analogously, we have 8’ 0 9$!z .%V 0 %‘k+2, due to the equality X = .%V 0 .JGV 
(cf. [lo]), hence UZ%’ 0 & = UX 0 &, too. Both JV’Z’ and J&V9% is a subclass of 
JVX@~ which is closed under composition (cf. (a) of Proposition 2.1) hence %‘k s JV’%% 
for each k Z- 0 and thus lJ%, c .K&R For the same reason we obtain that UX 0 ‘;e, E 
ZVO X9%. 
(b) Next consider the vertical line 999 - . . . - 9% By (a) and (b) of Proposition 
2.1 we have Z’%o LZYE@% c_5’99, that is, 9% 0 %J1 GEER Further, we have 
for each k a 2, and thus ULZ’%’ 0‘;e, C_ ULEZG? 0 JK%’ 0 ‘;ek. The inclusion 
ULE’9a 0 JV%‘O (i$ G .9%% 0 ~V93 is again a consequence of the fact that JV~$R is 
closed under composition. Moreover, .Z’%%! 0 X&% c 9% follows from (a) of Propo- 
sition 2.1 while %’ 0 JV~% = 9X 0 J’V%’ 0JKE% = .LE’% 0 JV~% and thus X 0 ~V*b9 C_ 
Ez@! 0 JV%@. 
(c) Finally, take the line Z’99’ - . . . - 93*. It was proved in [lo, Theorem 121 
that LZ’9%’ 0 4X= L&V’99 0 Z. Hence we obtain that 
Consequently, UEZ@Z 0 JV%?O Zk C_ UZ%f~~ 0 %’ 0 c;eC,. Moreover, similarly to (a) 
and (b), we have U.%V9@? 0 %5 & _ c LE%%* 0 JK@% which latter is 3 subclass of 
999*, by 5599 0 JK%%! c_ 9% 
In the rest of this section we shall prove that this inclusion diagram is correct, 
i.e., that all inclusions shown are proper and that all unrelated classes are incompar- 
able. We begin with showing that each of the six hierarchies is proper. 
Proposition 3.1. 7&e hierarchy {Sk 1 k 2 0) is proper. 
Proof. It is trivial that %& &. Suppose, indirectly that Ce, = ‘%$+* for some even 
(resp. odd) k 2 1. Then we obtain that %$o JV’%!Y - Vk+, 0 JV%V (resp. & 0 LZ’JVZ&% = 
ce k+l 0 Z’JV’@%?) meaning that G& = &+*. Since %$+, = V&+2 also holds we have 
% k+l 0 Z’JG%Z = %‘k+z c EJV~% (resp. %‘k+l 0 JV’$V= %$+* 0JGV), that is, %k+, = %k+3. 
Continuing this process we get that ‘;ek = %&+, for each I > 1. This contradicts the 
fact that { %-!, 1 k 3 1) is a proper hierarchy (see Proposition 2.3). q 
a 3.2. { 2’ 0 %fk 1 k 3 0) is a proper hierarchy. 
. First we show tha? -X’ 0 Ce2k-4 c %? 0 (e2 for each k a 2. Or this, let k 9 2 and 
take the tree transformation Tk a reposition 2.3 l nce Tk ’ @2k we akio 
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have rci c % 0 (ezk. We show that rk E Zo %&_+ On the contrary, assume that TV E 
% 0 %zk_4. Then there exist an H transducer ‘01 and a tree transformation T E %‘zk_4 
such that rk = Q 0 7. We claim that ‘(!I is an NH transducer. For if it is not then there 
are infinitely many input trees taken to the same output tree by Q. On the other 
hand, ran ql c dom 7 since TV, and thus ql 0 7, is total. But then Q 0 r also takes 
infinitely many trees to the same tree which is a contradiction, by Proposition 2.3. 
Therefore ‘);)r is an NH transducer meaning that 7k E JVX’ 0 ‘%Zk-4 G %$k-2. This, 
however, also contradicts Proposition 2.3. Hence we have %?’ 0%‘2k_4 c %? 0 %&. 
From here, the proof can be finished in the same way as in Proposition 3.1. 
X 0 Ze, c %? 0 %, is again trivial. Moreover, for k 2 1, %!?‘o Ce, = X’o Ce,,, entails that 
%‘o ?J$ = Z 0 ?&+,, for each I > 1, which is impossible. 0 
Corollary 3.3. {N% 0 Zk 1 k s 0) and { Hf 0 (ek 1 k 3 0) are proper hierarchies. 
roof. If. [or some k 30, N%fo Vek = ACXfo &+, (resp. Z&J %$ = X%o Zk+,) then, 
by multiplying by .Z’%? (resp. JIG%‘) from the left and using the identity 5% 0 JVX = %?’ 
(resp. JVX? 0 9% = %?) (see [lo]) we obtain that X 0 %‘, = X 0 Sk+,. A contradiction, 
- by Lemma 3.2. Cl 
Next we show that the hierarchy {JEKM! 0 X0 (Z& 1 k 2 0) is also proper. 
Lemma 3.4. { 59V9% 0 it 0 Sk 1 k 2 0) is a proper hierarchy. 
roof. First we prove that .%VE&%! 0 20 %‘zk_z c ZIf9% Q X0 9& for each k 2 1. Let 
k 2 1 be fixed and consider the tree transformation T. cI+I that appears in Proposition 
2.J.. We have T~+~ E %zk+zc 5QV99 0 Zo Vzk. We are going to show that T~+~ e 
~J&j~~,o z 0 z 2h-10 Suppose the opposite. Then there exist an LNDR transducer 
41, an I-L trhsducer % and a tree transformation 7 E %‘zk-2 with 7k+l = ql 0 rq 0 T. \ 
Now we argue’ as follows. VI must be totally defined since 
transformation. Then, since $3 is an H transducer, applying 
following two assertions h&- 
(a) 910 +%? is a totally defined a’i14 uniform DR transducer, 
(b) 791 0 $1 = Ty 0 Ty . \ -. 
7k+1 is a total tree 
Proposition 2.1 the 
Thus we also have T~+~ = qll o \lj 0 T. We cl&i% @hat Y1 0 8 is nondeleting. For, if it is 
deleting then it sends infinitely many input tree+t\o the same output tree. On the 
other hand, ran Q o ct E dom 7 because T. k+ I is totavrom here, it follows that 
7!)1 0 $4 0 r also takes infinitely many trees to the same tree, :yhich is impossible, by 
Proposition 2.3. We obtained that ?I 0 $8 is a uniform NDR trantiucer. Then it can 
easily be seen that there exist an LNDR transducer \)I’ and an NH“transducer $8 
with qlI o tit = Q ‘0 qAp (for arguments, see the paragraph after the proof of Lemma 14 
in [ 141). Consequently, by ‘r~,+~ = Q,O ~~~0 T, rkt, E %V9% 0 JVX’O %,k_2 = f?2’2k, 
contradicting Proposition 2.3. The contradiction arises from the supposition 7k+l E 
XKM! 0 reo %l\ __z. With this we proved that YJV’Z%? 0X’o %,,_,c %KE% 0 8’0 %& 
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for each k 2 1, which entails what we wanted to prove. The proof can be finished 
in the same way as the proof of Proposition 3.1. q 
Corollary 3.5. { EZ% 0 JV%? 0 ?Zk 1 k 3 0) is a proper hierarchy. 
Proof. If, for some k 2 0, 999 0 K?Z’o Vk = .ZW? 0 .hWo (ek+, then, by multiply- 
ing by BXB from the left, we have E&9?” 0 JK%’ c Ce, = .EE@” 0 JVX’ 0 V&+,. On the 
other hand, E&B2 0 JVX’ = XN99 0 X, hence we have %V’W? 0 X 0 Ek = 
%X&S 0 %‘o %Q+, contradicting Lemma 3.4. q 
Now we can prove the correctness of some pieces of our inclusion diagram. 
Lemma 3.6. For each k 2 0, the inclusion diagram m Fig. 2 is correct. 
Proof. It has already been shown, by Proposition 3.1, Lemma 3.2 and Corollary 
3.3, that the inclusions shown by the vertical edges are proper. Next, Yrom (a) to 
(c), we shall see that the inclusions indicated by the inclined edges are proper, too. 
‘k 
Fig. 2 
(a) For each k b 0, Ce, c 3% 0 %$ and K%? 0 %$ c Z 0 %‘,<. These are due to the 
obvious fact that the right-hand sides contain tree txansformations that are induced 
by deleting tree transducers while the left-hand sides do not. 
(b) For every k 2 0, X&f 0 Zk c X 0 (ek. The proof is clear if k < 2. Otherwise, it 
can be performed by contradiction. Assume that JE%‘o Cek = Ro (e,, for some k 3 2, 
and multiply by 9QV99 from the left. Then, by %‘= 2x0 JW and XKZ@ 0 
5%?=9%!’ we obtain that E&#‘o %$ = JZ’9EB’o XX0 %‘,+ From here, by 
SE@oZW’9~=5EW?, we have ~~~~o~~oe,_,=~~~~o~~o~,. This is a 
contradiction, in the sense of EM’ 0 JV%? = Z&‘9% 0 X and Lemma 3.4. 
(c) It is an immediate consequence of (b) and the equation 9x0 X3? = %’ that 
Cek c NiiVo QZk whenever k 2 0. 
It remained to show that the nonconnected classes are incomparable. This folio .ds 
from the following three statements. 
10 2. Fiiliip, S. Vdgzdgyi 
(d) L-of0 ce, sz Jvxo &+,, for any k 2 0 since the left-hand side contains tree 
transformations induced by deleting tree transducers. 
(e) JVXO %$ G ZVo Vk+, for each k 20. For if JVXO %$ c ,J$?%?‘o &+,, then, by 
multiplying by X%‘from the left, we have %?o Ce, C_ X%9 (&+,, from where %!‘o (e,,, c 
.X%0 %‘k+1 which is shown to be impossible in (b). 
(f) %&+,G %‘o & for every ka0. Really, if %&+i c X0 %$ then, by %Q %‘= 9t?‘, 
also 20 %&+, C_ Zo V&. A contradiction by Lemma 3.2. Cl 
Now we shall show that the part of the diagram to the right from the line 
~~o$$&...- %‘o ~V99 is correct. To this end, put the pieces shown to be correct 
in Lemma 3.6 on the top of each other. This, of course, may cause the appearance 
of some new edges. In fact, we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.7. For every k 20, JCR’O %+ %k+z and SC %p=Lf’%o %k+z. 
roof. Trivial, with the knowledge of Lemma 3.6. Cl 
However, there are no more new edges that originate in this way. This can be 
seen as follows. The classes 9% 0 VZO and ~V’93 are incomparable by their definition. 
Therefore, X?t?o & G %‘, and JZ%‘o Vk G JVX’O %, if k < 2. For the same reason, 
%V%&~(e, and %‘~%‘~~JOE’~%‘, forany k<l. 
Hence, to see that the part of the diagram mentioned above is correct, we still 
have to prove that the parallelogram determined by UZ%’ 0 ?&, U %&, JEM and 
Yt’ 0 KM is correct. First we observe that the fact that .Z?Z 0 ‘ie, and JV%% are 
incomparable entails that UZ~ c UXX 0 %$, JKM c %’ 0 JV~% and U 9% 0 
V& G JV%M. Further, we already saw in Proposition 2.4 that U& c JE5M. Thus it 
remains to show that JVZM e UE@ %& and l_J.Z%+ Vk c %‘o JVX%. Both will be 
consequences of the following lemma which, besides, will be used in the sequel. 
Lemma 3.8. There is a tree transformation in ~V’992 which is not in USN93 0 2’0 Ce,, 
that is, JV%@ z U.ZE@% 0 %Y 0 Vk. 
roof. We show that the tree transformation rYI appearing in Proposition 2.4 is not 
in J&V%9 0 %?o %‘k for any k 3 0. The proof is by contradiction. We suppose that 
?pl E 99’9% 0 %o V& for some k a 0, that is, rY1 = r%+ 0 rcc 0 r for some LNDR trans- 
ducer s, H transducer (5 and tree transformation T E Zk. We lose no generality by 
assuming that %J has the same input ranked alphabet as % has. Consequently, %j 
must be totally defined since 7Yl is a total tree transformation. 6 is an H transducer, 
hence, applying Proposition 2.1, we have that %3 0E is a totally defined and uniform 
DR transducer with r%\ oG = ~10 Q. Then also T?( = T%~ o cF 0 T and, since T?~ is total, 
ran( T9{ o cc) Al dom r. Now it follows that ‘% 0 6 cannot be deleting since if it were 
deleting then the tree transformation TV\ oc 0 T would take infinitely many trees to 
the same output tree whereas rY1 is injective. So 93 0 Cc is a uniform N 
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and, as it was shown in [14], there exist an LNDR transducer %’ and an Nl-l 
transducer 6’ with r$A oc = T%\# 0 Q. But then Q = T$%> ~1,-~~TEEA9~o~~~~CGI,= 
%&+* which is a contradiction, by Proposition 2.4. 0 
By definition E%‘c X’, hence we obtain the following consequence. 
With this we proved that the part of the diagram to the right from the line 
connecting Z%‘o %ZO and %!? 0JV%% is correct. We go on in such a way that we join 
the line 99% - . . . - 93 to the pa fi. shown to be correct. We start with the next 
lemma. 
Lemma 3.10. Z&B and %‘o N992 are incomparable. 
Proof. It follows from JVYZ% G Z’9% that %o JVZZQ? g 999, too. The converse can 
be proved by contradiction. Assume that ZZ%@% c %‘o JEZ@. Then JVXO Z99 c_ 
.KZo 85 JV’~% from where, by the well known equalities XX 0 99% = 99 and 
JV%!% ‘= %, we obtain that %9i! G %’ 0 J+%@%. Moreover, as 2 0 JV~% = X3E’o JV~% 
(proof in [lo]), we have 99 2 EV 0 ~V99. Now applying both sides to %C we get 
96% (S&C) E JV’~% ( %c) which is a contradiction by Proposition 2.5. Cl 
The above lemma separates the line 993 - . . . - .JE@% 0 NW? from the one 
boo+...- %9 ~V99 which fact is explicitly stated as follows. 
Consequence 3.11. %b %, c Ji%BB and for each k 2 2 we have .E%o Vk c 
LB@2 0 JCVO Sk_,. Furthermore, (Jx?c & c UXZ@ 0 JK%’ 0 Sk and 26’0 NW? c 
2?99? 0 JV-992. 
Lemma 3.10 also ensures that, for any k 2 0,299 0 JVX’O V& cannot be a subclass 
of any class which is under ZVo JVZ@R On the other hand Z’999 and E&% 0 JVXO %$ 
contain only those classes that are shown by the diagram. This will be a consequence 
of the following, stronger lemma. 
roof. The first statement is obvious. As for the second, suppose that JV’%+ %‘k c
EN99 0 %‘o %&_+ Then, by using 99% ’ 0 JV%? = E/V99 0 %’ and multiplying by 
.5!‘9@Z2 from the right, we obtain that 
~%%20JV%o %,c_~~~4~Jf~o %&_,* 
Since E%B2 = Z!?9% n for every n 22 (see [lo, Consequence 71) we have 
zz9~20JV%. %,r~~92VQi5 %&,, 
that is, Z?f9.% 0 Z 0 & c_ %V99 0 X 0 Q$+ This, however, contradicts Lemma 
3.4. 0 
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Proof. Immediately follows from Lemma 3.12 and %EZB 0 X = .5!?99’ 0 JVX 0 
Now we consider the parallelogram determined by l_JE% 0 .KX’ 0 %&, lJ%V 0 %?k, 
%‘o ,V$B% and E&B 0 JVBB. We can argue as follows. By Lemma 3.10 we have 
U%$% 0 X%‘o 9& G X 0 JV%B. Hence, taking into consideration Consequence 3.11, 
still have * show that JMB G UJZ’%B OJV%‘O gk, 
:9$X% 0 JK%’ 0 %& a: UJE%B 0 JVX’O %’ 
%‘vVB% G 
kc 5EZB 0 JE@%. However, all three are 
consequences of Lemma 3.8 and tlie equality EBB2 0 K%‘= &EBB 0 X So, this 
parallelogram is connected “correct1.r” to the diagram. 
Next we shall see that EBB 0 ~V99 c 9% Actually, we prove more again. 
Lemma 3.14. .JE&# 0 .JV%@? c 9%‘. 
Proof. Suppose that .BM’ 0 JE@% = (dB’. Applying both sides to B&C, we have 
JW%(~~~C) = $B@(%c). On the other hand, ~B*(%x) = 99( SC) as it was 
shown in [ 12, Theorem 1.31, therefore we get JV’%M( %c) = 992(%!~) contradicting 
Proposition 2.5. Cl 
Corollary 3.15. TM! 0 A99 c 9%. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.14 by using the equality 99% 0 9.B = 9B2 which 
was proved in [lo]. 0 
Consequently at this point we have everything to state that the part of the diagram 
to the right from the vertical ine Z99 - . . . - 9% is correct. We proceed by joining 
the line 99%” - . . w - 99?* to the part shown to be correct. Next we recall a result 
from [ 121. In the example after the proof of [ 12, Theorem I.21 there are given two 
LDR transformations r and Q so that a 0 0 is not a DR transformaticn. On the 
other hand one can easily give a DR transformation which cannot be decomposed 
into two LDR transformations. Thus we have the following result. 
roposition 3X. E&B’ and 9.% are incomparable. 
SimiBdrly as above, we see that this fact separates the lines E?M* - . . l - CWZ2 
and E&B - . . . - 99L 
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It is also a consequence of Proposition 3.16 that JZZH? and %N’,%B 0%‘o %$ for 
any k 20 cannot be a subclass of any class which is under 9% Whereas Lemma 
3.12 shows that 5E&Bz and ZNB% 0 %’ 0 Q& contain only those classes that are 
shown by the diagram. 
Consider now the parallelogram determined by uYN!&% 0 %‘o &, 
U%B% 0 .NX’o %&, Z’99 0 N%? and EB9” 0 N99. Similarly as above, Lemma 3.8 
and Proposition 3.16 are sufficient arguments for seeing that it is correct and it can 
be joined correctly to the diagram. 
So the only thing which has remained to prove is the correctness of the topmost 
parallelogram. More exactly, we already know the following: 5!%@9’ 0 J-V%? c 9%” 
and Z’99 0 JV’B% c 9% by Lemma 3.14 and Corollary 3.15. Furthermore, 99 c 
9a2, 993 0 JEB% c 5%&R’ 0 .N’%B and .E@B’ 0 JIB% g 99 by Consequence 3.17 
and Proposition 3.16. Next we verify the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.18. 99 z E&B’ 0 JEG?. 
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that 9% c JZ’99’ 0 ,N’9% Then, by applying both 
sides to %c, we have 9% ( %c) c_ NC&B (92~) contradicting Proposition 2.5. Kl 
And now we can state the main result of this section. 
Theorem 3.19. 7%e diagram in Fig. 1 is an inclus%n diagram for [S]. 
4. Further research 
In this section we give a summary of the research we continued in ~7,8] after 
having submitted the first version of this paper. 
We observed that [S] is a monoid with respect o the operation 0, the identity 
element of which is 9. Moreover, the elements of [S] can be represented by the 
elements of S”, the free monoid generated by S as follows. We take the homomo-rph- 
ism 1 I : S* + [S], which is the (unique) extension of the identity mapping on S, and 
say that a 5%’ E [S] is represented by a w E S* if 1 WI = 92 holds. Of course, a % E [S] 
in general can be represented by more than one element of S”. In fact, two etzments 
w andzofS*representthesameelementof[S]ifIwl= 121. Wenotethat S*/8( I= [S]-, 
where 81 1 is the congruence relation on S* generated by 1 1. 
Let us denote by l the monoid operation of S*. We observe that any decomposition 
result and equality obtained in Cl, 2,3,10], writing l for 0 in it, can be thought of 
as a formal equation over S*, which is valid in IS]. (A i’srmal equation w = z over 
S* is valid in [S] if 1 WI = 1 z! holds.) Then the following problem can be raised. Find 
a finite set r of formal equations over S*, which are vslid in [S] and which are 
sufficient to prove any formal equation over S*, whick: is valid in [S]. In other 
words, find a E”,nite presentation for the monoid [S] in the form (S; T) where T is 
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a finite subset of S* x S*. (Recall that such an (S; T) is a ite presentation of 
if [S] = S*/ *, where 9 is the Thue congruence on S* generated by 7:) 
Actually, we solve this problem in [7]. We showed that t e set T of the nineteen 
is a finite presentation of [S]. The idea behind the proof is to show that + = 81 1 l
We note that the inclusion 9 c 81 1 holds obviously, since every element ol” T was 
proved to be valid in [S] in some of the works [ 1,2,3, iO]. 
The converse inclusion 61 1 E $ can be seen in the following way. We &fine a 
subset N of S* as 
where 
z()= A, Zk+: - iii 9 Lf%EBB if k is even and zk+, = Z~ l JVX if k is odd for every k a 1. 
Then, it is not difficult to see that N is actually a set of representatives for the 
congruence 81 1. In fact, if w is an arbitrary element of S*, then, by Proposition 
2.2, there exists a z E N so that 1 WI = Izl. M oreover, this z is uniquely determined, 
which can be seen as follows. If z and z’ are elements of N such that lzl = lz’l, then, 
by Theorem 3.19, we have z = z’. Hence the inclusion 81 1 E T follow< from the 
:3ext statement proved in 181. 
For every w E S*, there exists a z E N such that w + z. 
Now, if w and w’ are such that we, 1 u”, t 
w* z’. 
. 
en we have z, zp E N so that “9 z and 
en, since * c we have ~01 1z’ and thus z = z’. This, however, implies 
“9 w’. 
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We note that the existence of z in the above statement is effective in the sense 
that there is an algorithm, presented in [8], which supplies a z E N to each w E S* 
so that w$ z. We observe that this entails the solvability of the word problem of 
the monoid S*/+$ . In fact, if we are given w and w’ in S”, then we can decide 
whether w+ w’ holds: we find z and z’ in N so that w? z and w’ * z’ and check 
if z = z’. Hence in 183 we also obtained the result that the word problem for the 
monoid S*/ 9 is solvable. 
This result inspired us to seek for a finite complete rewriting system R over S 
(which is also a finite subset of S* x S*) such that % = 6 . (A rewriting system R 
is complete if the rewriting relation 3 induced by it is Goetherian and it has the 
Church-Rosser property, i.e., for any w, W’E S”, we w’ implies that there exists a 
z E S* with W~Z and ~‘3 z.) In 173 we obtained such a rewriting system R, of 
which the word problem is decidable in linear time. 
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